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Chronology/Timeline 
 

Prior Learning: In reception, children have covered a range of topics with plenty of opportunities to make connections between people and places in their local community, from friends to 

childminders and from shopkeepers to fire fighters. Children will have discussed ideas on how we can help others and the environment.  

Key Historical Information 
Children understand that individuals from the past who lived beyond our living memory have shaped the world we now live in.  Children 

understand the concept of the past being different to now and that life for these significant individuals would have been very 

different our lives now.  Children understand that life for different people who lived in the past could also be different from each 

other. 

General Terms and Cross Curricular Vocabulary 

Who is Greta?  

She is a 17-year-old who grew up in Stockholm, in Sweden. Greta's mother, Malena Ernman, is an opera 

singer and former Eurovision Song Contest participant. Her father Svante Thunberg, is an actor, and is a 

descendant of Svante Arrhenius, a scientist who came up with a model of the greenhouse effect. 

Climate change is global warming plus large-scale shifts in 

weather patterns caused by rising temperatures 

When did she start? 

In May 2018, aged 15, Greta won a climate change essay competition in a local newspaper. Three months 

later, in August, she started protesting in front of the Swedish parliament building, vowing to continue until 

the Swedish government met the carbon emissions target agreed by world leaders in Paris, in 2015. 

The 2019 UN Climate Action Summit was held at 

the headquarters of the United Nations in New York City on 23 

September 2019 

Skolstrejk för 

klimatet:  

“School Strike for Climate.” A carbon footprint is the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

caused by an individual, event, organization, service, or product 

What she campaigns 

for 

1. Keep the global temperature rise below 1.5 °C compared to pre-industrial levels.  

2. Ensure climate justice and equity. 

3. Listen to the best united science currently available. 

The school strike for climate known as Fridays for Future (FFF) 

is an international movement of school students who skip Fridays 

classes to participate in demonstrations to demand action from 

political leaders to take action to prevent climate change and for 

the fossil fuel industry to transition to renewable energy. 

Key Historical Concepts – Top 3 Facts Cross Curricular Links 
1.Greta Thunberg is an environmental activist. 

2.At the age of 11, Greta became so sad about climate change that she temporarily stopped speaking! 

1. 3. In August 2018, Greta decided to take action. Instead of going to school, she made a large sign that read ‘SCHOOL STRIKE FOR 

CLIMATE’, and calmly sat down outside the Swedish parliament. 

Science – Seasonal changes 

PSHE – Living in the wider world 

2013-14 

Me 

(Receptio

n) 

1605 – The 

Gunpowder  

Plot  

  

 

1200s Lostwithiel named capital of 

Cornwall and Restormel Castle Built 

1300s St Barts Church built 

  

1400s Tudor Bridge Built  

  

 1870–Lostwithiel 

School Built 

  

Greta 

Thunberg 

born 3 Jan 

2003 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-35073297
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Headquarters_of_the_United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_mitigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_mitigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil_fuel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy


2.  

Linked documents: Class Overview, History Whole School Progression document and Class Medium Term Planning. 
 


